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After obtaining ethical approval and informed consent, 52 patients and 50 health care professionals undertook two discrete choice experiments where they chose between unrestricted CT colonography that examined intra-and extracolonic organs or CT colonography restricted to the colon, across different scenarios. The first experiment detected one extracolonic malignancy per 600 cases with a falsepositive rate varying across scenarios from 0% to 99.8%. One experiment examined radiologic follow-up generated by false-positive diagnoses while the other examined invasive follow-up. Intracolonic performance was identical for both tests. The median tipping point (maximum acceptable false-positive rate for extracolonic findings) was calculated overall and for both groups by bootstrap analysis.
Results:
The median tipping point for radiologic follow-up occurred at a false-positive rate greater than 99.8% (interquartile ratio [IQR], 10 to .99.8%). Participants would tolerate at least a 99.8% rate of unnecessary radiologic tests to detect an additional extracolonic malignancy. The median tipping-point for invasive follow-up occurred at a falsepositive rate of 10% (IQR, 2 to .99.8%). Tipping points were significantly higher for patients than for health care professionals for both experiments (>99.8 vs 40% for radiologic follow-up and >99.8 vs 5% for invasive follow-up, both P < .001).
Conclusion:
Patients and health care professionals are willing to tolerate high rates of false-positive diagnoses with CT colonography in exchange for diagnosis of extracolonic malignancy. The actual specificity of screening CT colonography for extracolonic findings in clinical practice is likely to be highly acceptable to both patients and health care professionals.
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Materials and Methods
Ethical committee approval was granted. All participants gave written informed consent. Opinions were elicited by using a discrete choice experiment where participants chose between two alternatives. Each alternative has characteristics (ie, attributes: sensitivity or discomfort) that are presented at different levels (eg, sensitivity 80%, 85%, 90%) during the experiment. Repeating the choice task with systematic variation of the levels allowed the relative importance of each attribute to be quantified (16) . Since discrete choice experiments are difficult to administer via postal questionnaires (17), we used face-to-face interviews primarily, providing background information for participants via interactive laptop presentation.
Recruitment
Consecutive adults of CRC screening age (55-69 years) who were scheduled to attend for unrelated ultrasonographic (US) investigations were identified by using a booking system. A research assistant mailed information and consent forms beforehand, and responders were interviewed on their appointment day. Individuals with a history of CRC or who underwent investigations for possible CRC were excluded to avoid bias (18) . Additionally, harm is important because further tests precipitated by extracolonic findings are common, occurring in 7%-11% of people who are screened after CT colonography (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . One series estimated average costs for additional tests at just under $100 per patient screened (6) . However, evidence suggests that more asymptomatic cancers are detected beyond the colon than within it: a retrospective study (10) of 10 286 screened patients found that CT colonography depicted extracolonic malignancies in 0.35% versus CRC in 0.21%. The benefits or otherwise of extracolonic imaging has been debated widely (11, 12) , and neither clinicians (13) nor policy makers (14) are clear about whether it is helpful or not for population screening. Furthermore, little research has investigated whether clinicians or their patients regard extracolonic imaging as desirable. Specifically, it is unclear how individual patients and health care professionals balance the possibility of detecting life-threatening extracolonic pathologic findings against the larger chance of fruitless (or even harmful) testing precipitated by extracolonic findings. While qualitative studies have found that screening-age patients generally view the ability of CT colonography to visualize extracolonic organs as advantageous (15), we do not know at what point (if at all) perceived benefit is outweighed by the inconvenience, worry, and risks of unnecessary further investigation. We therefore aimed to determine the maximum rate of falsepositive diagnoses that patients and health care professionals were willing to accept in exchange for detection of extracolonic malignancy by using CT colonography for CRC screening.
D
iagnostic tests used for cancer screening programs usually target a specific organ. However, when screening for colorectal cancer (CRC) by using computed tomographic (CT) colonography, extracolonic abdominal and pelvic tissues are imaged unavoidably, which potentially detects disease in organs other than the primary target. For example, a systematic review of 24 studies (1) estimated that approximately 20% of indeterminate renal masses detected with CT colonography ultimately were malignant. While some of these findings are clinically important, the majority are not. For example, the same systematic review (1) estimated false-positive diagnoses of extracolonic malignancy with CT colonography in 4.6% of men and 6.8% of women. Clarification often requires further investigations, including biopsy and even surgery, which may be worrisome, costly, and occasionally harmful, all for no ultimate benefit in most patients. Balancing benefit and Implication for Patient Care n The false-positive rate of screening CT colonography for extracolonic findings in current clinical practice is likely to be highly acceptable to both patients and health care professionals.
Advances in Knowledge
n Patients and health care professionals were highly tolerant of false-positive diagnoses that led to additional, unnecessary radiologic testing subsequent to CT colonography, up to a median false-positive rate greater than 99.8% (interquartile ratio [IQR], 10 to .99.8%).
n Patients and health care professionals were highly tolerant of false-positive diagnoses that led to additional, unnecessary invasive testing (eg, biopsy, endoscopy, and surgery) subsequent to CT colonography, up to a median false-positive rate of 10% (IQR, 2 to .99.8%).
n Patients were significantly more tolerant of false-positive diagnoses of extracolonic malignancy by CT colonography than were health care professionals, for both those that generated subsequent radiologic tests and those that generated subsequent invasive tests.
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and by using text and included both absolute risks and natural frequencies to maximize patient understanding (21, 22) (Fig 1) . Patients were told to assume they were asymptomatic and at average risk of both intracolonic and extracolonic pathologic findings and to pick the test they would choose for themselves or a close friend or relative, with no opt-out. Health care professionals were asked to pick the test they felt was best suited to population screening (rather than for their own care). The radiologic testing experiment was performed first, followed by the invasive testing experiment. For each experiment, the different false-positive rates for unrestricted CT colonography were presented in a nonsequential order (ie, the rate did not increase or decrease incrementally). One choice was repeated to test consistency. If inconsistent, the response was clarified with the participant; the second response was used for online participants. Unrestricted CT colonography was also presented with a zero false-positive rate, and those who chose restricted CT colonography in this scenario were labeled as irrational responders. If this occurred, the reason for choosing restricted CT colonography was recorded after qualitative exploration, but the response was retained for the subsequent analysis. Participants who preferred unrestricted CT colonography despite a false-positive rate of 599 of 600 cases in the invasive testing scenario were presented with additional information that emphasized potential harms (including death) that could arise from this situation. The risk of death was stated as one in 600 cases (23) ; participants were therefore choosing between a one-in-600 chance of early extracolonic malignancy diagnosis versus an equivalent risk of death plus the near certainty of unnecessary additional invasive procedures.
Pilot Testing
To confirm comprehensibility, estimate completion time, and inform sample size, 15 individuals (10 professionals and five patients) were piloted (data Participants were told that tests for false alarms were unnecessary because the patient derived no benefit from the ultimate diagnosis, the hypothetical population being tested was asymptomatic, and the focus was purely on findings outside the colon.
We presented two hypothetical tests: unrestricted CT colonography evaluated both the colon and extracolonic organs, and restricted CT colonography was confined to the colon. Participants were told that diagnostic accuracy for colonic neoplasia was identical for both tests (5) . Unrestricted CT colonography was assumed to depict extracolonic malignancy at an early and curable stage in one in 600 cases (a conservative estimate derived from the literature [10] ), whereas restricted CT colonography did not. Participants were told that the impact of early diagnosis on overall survival was unknown, and that even by using unrestricted CT colonography, many extracolonic malignancies would remain undetected by a one-off screening examination (ie, detection did not necessarily result in cure). Across the scenarios presented, the specificity (depicted as a false-positive rate) of unrestricted CT colonography varied from 100% to 0.17%, corresponding to a rate of additional testing that ranged from none to 599 extra tests to diagnose one extracolonic malignancy per 600 patients ( Table 1 ). The invasive testing experiment included a scenario where the chance of death was directly equivalent to the chance of extracolonic malignancy diagnosis, and it had the additional disadvantage of the near-certainty of an unnecessary invasive procedure.
Experiment Format
Background information regarding CRC, screening, CT colonography, and risk was presented by using a multimedia presentation. Consequences of false-positive results were described in terms of need for additional imaging or biopsy (eg, resection of indeterminate ovarian cysts). We explained the nature of needle, endoscopic, and surgical excision biopsy. The chance of requiring an extra test was presented graphically radiologists, colorectal surgeons, gastroenterologists, specialist nurses, and radiographers who requested, performed, or interpreted colorectal imaging were recruited via hospital email. Participants were offered a £10 voucher. Because a previous study found no difference for health care professionals between online and faceto-face completion (19) , this group could complete the experiment online. All patient participants were interviewed in person by either radiology research fellows (A.A.P., D.B., E.H.), or research assistants (H.F., N.B.).
Attributes
The focus of this study was extracolonic false-positive diagnosis with CT colonography at CRC screening, described to participants as false alarms. While some extracolonic findings are fully characterized by using additional imaging (eg, US for indeterminate renal lesions), others require invasive tests (endoscopy, biopsy, or surgery). To address both situations, participants undertook two separate experiments. In the first experiment (radiologic testing), participants were told that false-positive extracolonic diagnosis would precipitate unnecessary further imaging. Participants were instructed to assume the rates of such imaging to be 50% US, 45% CT, and 5% magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, per published literature (6) . Disadvantages of imaging were explained as follows: US and MR imaging were described as safe, but might cause inconvenience and anxiety. Noise and claustrophobia were described for MR imaging. CT was described as including a very small chance of cancer induction several years afterward (20) . In the second experiment (invasive testing), false-positive diagnoses led to biopsy, endoscopy, or surgery. Participants were instructed to assume that approximately 50% of invasive tests would be surgical, 25% would be needle biopsy (either fine-needle aspiration or core), and 25% would be endoscopy (6) . Pain, bleeding, perforation, and a small risk of death were mentioned as possible complications.
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Analysis
The primary outcome measure was the maximum false-positive rate that the average participant was willing to accept in exchange for a one-in-600 chance of diagnosing an extracolonic malignancy, or the so-called tipping point. The pilot suggested a mean acceptable false-positive rate of 11% for invasive testing with a standard deviation of 0.23. To determine the mean tipping point with 95% confidence intervals at a two-sided a level of .05 and 90% power required 81 participants and used the following equation: [n = 4s
] , where D = 0.10, s = 0.23, and z crit = 1.960 (24) . Because pilot data were not normal, we aimed to recruit a further 15% of participants (ie, 81 + 0.15 × 81 = minimum of 93 participants in total). A prespecified secondary outcome to compare subgroups of patients versus health care professionals required 56 participants each for 90% power to detect a 20% difference in the maximum false-positive rate.
The overall median tipping point for participants was calculated for each experiment, and it was calculated individually for patients and professionals. Because numbers of patients and professionals differed, the overall tipping point was calculated by using 2000 bootstrap estimates of medians and interquartile ranges with equally sized samples from each group (n = 50 participants in each sample). Tipping points were nonnormal and were therefore summarized with medians and interquartile ranges. Nontraders were defined as participants who consistently chose one test over the alternative across all of the scenarios presented. Nontraders were therefore regarded as requiring higher tippingpoints than were offered in the experiment, but responses were still included. The Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon signed rank sum test were used for unpaired and paired comparisons respectively. Data were collated by using software (Microsoft Excel 2011 for Mac v14.3.4; Microsoft, Redmond, Wash) and analyzed with statistical software (R version 2.15.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) (25). Table 1 Attributes not included in the final analysis). This confirmed that attributes and levels, and the concept of choosing between two scenarios (ie, trading test benefits vs harms) were comprehensible. However, simultaneous consideration of false-positive diagnoses that led to both radiologic follow-up and invasive testing was judged as too confusing, which explained why these were presented ultimately as separate experiments (see Appendix E1
[online]). A hypothetical screening population of 600 individuals was presented and participants were invited to choose between a test that generated a variable rate of false-positive diagnoses (pink) with a one-in-600 chance of finding an early-stage extracolonic malignancy (green) or a test that generated no false-positive diagnoses but had no chance of finding an extracolonic malignancy (yellow). Participants were informed that their chance of receiving any particular result could not be predicted in advance and was essentially random. Relative and absolute percentages were presented. This image corresponds to the median tipping point for patients and professionals combined: on average, unrestricted CT colonography (Test A on the Figure) was preferred to this level of false-positive invasive tests, but not beyond.
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Results
We invited 318 patients and 96 health care professionals. Of these, 79 patients participated (24.8%) but only 52 were interviewed because of scheduling conflicts. Fifty health care professionals participated (a response rate of 52.1%), 21 (42.0%) were interviewed face to face, and 29 (58.0%) responded online. On average, patients were older than professionals (median, 64.5 years vs 29.5 years; P , .001) and had discontinued education earlier (50.0% educated to at least bachelor's degree level vs 94.0%; P , .001; Table 2 ). There were no significant differences in sex ratio (P = .54) or ethnicity (P = .14). Table 3 ). Overall, at a prevalence of one in 600 for potentially curable extracolonic malignancy, this corresponds to more than 599 unnecessary additional radiologic tests (IQR, 60 to .599) to find one curable extracolonic malignancy. Patients were prepared to accept a significantly higher number of false-positive diagnoses (median, .599; IQR, .599 to .599; Table  3 , Fig 2a) than were professionals (median, 240; IQR, 60 to .599; P , .001; Table 3 , Fig 2b) .
Nontraders
Invasive Testing Discrete Choice Experiment
When the consequence of extracolonic findings was invasive, the median tipping point occurred at a false-positive rate of 10% (IQR, 2% to .99.8%). Thus, the average participant was prepared to tolerate a 10% rate of unnecessary additional invasive tests in exchange for diagnosis of a single (6) 29 (28) Note.-Data in parentheses are percentages.
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* n = 52. † n = 50. Professionals consisted of 10 radiologists, five gastroenterologists, four surgeons, 19 registrars in these specialties, two specialist colorectal nurses, and 10 radiographers. ‡ n = 102.
extracolonic malignancy. The median tipping point was significantly higher for patients than professionals at greater than 99.8% (IQR, 20% to .99.8%) versus 5% (IQR, 2%-10%; P , .001; Table 3 ), respectively. Overall, at population prevalence of one in 600, this corresponds to 60 (IQR, 12 to . 599) additional invasive tests per extracolonic malignancy. Again, patients were prepared to tolerate higher numbers of false-positive diagnoses (median . 599, IQR 120 to . 599 plus risk of death; Table 3 , Fig 3a) than professionals (median 30, IQR 12-60, P , .001; Table 3 , Fig 3b) .
The median number of false-positive diagnoses tolerated per extracolonic malignancy was significantly higher for the radiologic testing than the invasive testing experiment (P , .001), which demonstrated that additional imaging tests were deemed more acceptable than additional invasive tests.
There was no significant difference in the median tipping points for patients interviewed by either radiologists or research assistants (P = .57) or between professionals who gave their responses online as opposed to face-to-face interviews (P = .81).
Discussion
Extracolonic findings at CT colonography present a clinical dilemma: Early diagnosis of important pathologic findings might be curative, but unnecessary investigation of ultimately irrelevant findings has physical, psychologic, and financial costs. How patients and health care professionals balance these costs is not known with precision, hence our decision to conduct these experiments. We found that patients were prepared to tolerate an extremely high rate (.99.8%) of unnecessary additional imaging or invasive tests subsequent to screening CT colonography to reap the potential benefits of finding early-stage extracolonic malignancy. While health care professionals were less tolerant of unnecessary follow-up testing than patients, nevertheless we were surprised by the very high rates they accepted; on average, 40% was deemed acceptable for radiologic follow-up. Invasive tests were deemed less acceptable by health care professionals, with the median tipping point at 5%. Nevertheless, these rates are substantially greater than occur in published series, where approximately 7%-11% of individuals required further diagnostic testing after CT colonography, and only 1%-2% required an invasive test (6) . Therefore, our data suggest that the specificity of screening CT colonography for extracolonic malignancy in current clinical practice is likely to be highly acceptable to both patients and health care professionals.
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Our data, while framed in the context of CRC screening, potentially have wider implications for incidental findings discovered with other imaging modalities. Such so-called incidentalomas are common in CT urography (27) , CT coronary angiography (28) , thoracic CT when screening for lung cancer (29) , and abdominopelvic CT and were the subject of the American College of Radiology white paper for management guidance (30) . Our colonography for CRC screening found patients would tolerate over 4000 falsepositive diagnoses to avoid a single missed CRC (19) ; the issue of extracolonic malignancy was not examined. We found patients equally tolerant in the context of extracolonic malignancy, which confirmed that potentially lifesaving detection of pathologic findings outweighs the perceived disadvantages of subsequent testing irrespective of the organ being evaluated.
Previous studies that quantified patients' perceptions of false-positive diagnoses have shown an overwhelming preference for improved sensitivity despite the costs of diminished specificity. When considering breast cancer screening with mammography, one study (26) found that 63% of women were prepared to accept 500 or more additional false-positive mammograms to save a single life by early breast cancer diagnosis. Similarly, a study of CT 
and it is possible that responses may have been different if patients were responsible for these costs; the experiments were performed in the English National Health Service where patients do not bear costs directly. Finally, we studied outpatients attending hospital for unrelated investigations, who may not fully represent an unselected screening population. In summary, by using discrete choice experiments we found that both patients and health care professionals believe diagnosis of extracolonic malignancy with screening CT colonography greatly outweighs the potential disadvantages of subsequent radiologic or invasive investigation precipitated by false-positive diagnoses. This belief was held more strongly by patients than health care professionals. The specificity of CT colonography for extracolonic malignancy in clinical practice is likely to be highly acceptable to both patients and health care professionals. of intracolonic performance, bowel preparation, discomfort during the examination, and radiation dose were not included other than as background information; an increase in the number of attributes and their levels renders the experiment impracticable in terms of both cognitive complexity and the number of individual scenarios required to achieve statistical power. Our piloting confirmed this, so we examined radiologic and invasive follow-up by using separate experiments whereas, in reality, a false-positive result might generate both. Also, responses from participants may not reflect their real-life behavior, a limitation of all stated-preference study designs. We could not estimate an upper boundary to patients' tolerance of falsepositive diagnoses because the nontrade rate was so high; higher than suggested by the pilot. Consequently, estimates of the median tipping point had a broader IQR than anticipated.
Future researchers should consider treating patients and professionals as separate groups from the outset and power accordingly. For example, health care workers who request screening tests will tend to be younger than the patients who receive them; Table 2 shows that all professionals were 54 years or younger while all patients were older (because we wished to reflect screening age). It is possible that as professionals age and become more susceptible to cancer themselves their opinions might converge with those of patients. However, we believe the reason that professionals were less tolerant of false-positive diagnoses was influenced more by their superior medical knowledge than by their younger age. Our current sample reflects the demographics of the two groups, but it would be interesting in the future to solicit the views of older or retired health care professionals who are themselves of screening age, to see if their opinion has changed. It may also be informative to test community physicians because our health care professionals were all hospital based. The response rate for patients was also lower than expected, perhaps because of cognitive complexity. Costs that arose from additional testing were not investigated, results suggest that both patients and health care professionals are likely to tolerate additional work-up in these different clinical settings. We chose a prevalence of incidentally detected extracolonic malignancy of one in 600, based on available data for CT colonography screening populations (10); we would expect tipping points to differ if this prevalence changed. For example, our 10% invasive test rate deemed acceptable overall might be unacceptably high if the chance of uncovering an unexpected malignancy decreased to one in 2000 (as was found in a large lung cancer screening trial [31] ).
When patients complete simple rank-order preferences, they choose the most accurate, comfortable, convenient, and cheapest test (32) . However, discrete choice experiments reflect socalled real-world choices, where different attributes must be traded against one other (16, 17, 32) . These experiments are complex to comprehend, so we interviewed patient participants face to face, provided extensive background information by using laptops and graphic aids, and were available to answer questions. Despite this, many patients made the (apparently irrational) decision to choose unrestricted CT colonography when the scenario was presented alongside a risk of death from unnecessary further investigations equal to the chance of detecting extracolonic malignancy, and the near certainty of an unnecessary invasive procedure. Such counter-intuitive behavior may arise from prior belief (33); many patients could not deviate from their conviction that early cancer diagnosis is always preferable, regardless of associated risks. Others stated an unwillingness to live with the uncertainty of not knowing whether an equivocal extracolonic lesion was clinically significant or not, apparently by overlooking the fact that such uncertainty could be avoided entirely by choosing restricted CT colonography, which was unable to image beyond the colon.
Limitations of our study include the necessary simplifications required to render discrete choice experiments comprehensible. For example, attributes
